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Summary of the Project

Colorectal cancer is a worldwide public health concern and the frequent

cause of mortality and morbidity in developed, developing and industrialized

countries. In Malaysia, colorectal cancer ranks second most common cancers.

The vast majority of colorectal cancers are adenocarcinomas, which arise from

preexisting adenomatous polyps that develop in the normal colonic mucosa. In

the present study, the sequential protein extraction, separation and identification

were applied in order to study the proteome of colorectal cancer proteins. In

addition, the unique and differentially proteins that were isolated from the human

colon (normal and cancer) tissues were analyzed using LC/M5/M5. In the

sequential protein extraction technique, three types of protein extraction buffers

were used to extract proteins from different cellular compartment of colon tissue.

They were T1 buffer, 52 buffer and 53 buffer. The extraction buffers were always

used in the orderly sequence of T,1 buffer followed by S2 buffer and then S3

buffer. The proteins extracts were separated by means of electrophoresis and

the protein bands were visualized after being stained with Coomassie Blue or

Silver. The image of gels was then captured by high resolution scanner. It was

found that the expression of lower molecular weight proteins (below 37 kDa) in

cancer tissues is greater than that of the normal tissue. We noticed the

hydrophilic proteins are relatively easier to digest by trypsin as compared to the

hydrophobic protein. In T1 buffer, there were a total of thirty-six of the down

regulated proteins, thirty-one of the up-regulated proteins were identified. In

addition, six unique proteins from cancer tissues and six unique proteins from
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normal tissues were also identified in T1 buffer. In S2 buffer, a total of two down

regulated protein and eight up-regulated proteins were identified. In S3 buffer,

eight of the up-regulated proteins from colon cancer tissues were identified. The

functions of the proteins identified in this study that were extracted from both

normal and cancer tissues consisted of protein-binding proteins, which made up

26 % and 22 % of the identified proteins from normal and cancer tissues,

respectively. These proteins are 14-3-3 protein family and immunoglobulin family;

Structural proteins, which made up 18 % and 36 % of the identified proteins from

normal and cancer tissues, respectively. These proteins are actin, desmin,

vimentin, and cytokeratins family; Transport proteins, which made up 16 % and

15 % of the identified proteins from normal and cancer tissues, respectively.

These proteins are serum albumin precursor and hemoglobin alpha, beta and

epsilon chain; Hypothetical protein groups, which made up 16 % and 4.3 % of

identified proteins from normal and cancer tissues, respectively; Enzymes or

catalytic proteins, which made up 16 % and 17 % of identified proteins from

normal and cancer tissues, respectively. In addition, a small number of proteins

identified were cytoskeleton-binding proteins, endopeptidase inhibitor proteins,

motor activity proteins, channels protein, defense response protein, DNA-RNA

binding protein, lipoprotein and ATP-binding protein.

Due to time constrain, not all the differentially expressed and unique proteins that

were identified in this study was subjected to LC/MS/MS analysis. However, the

presently developed method demonstrates its capability to extract, separate,
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analyze and identify proteins from human colon tissue. The proteins that were

identified may serve as candidates for future development of vaccine or drug-

target therapeutic against colon cancer. Nevertheless, in order to achieve this,

much larger specimen number is required to define the significance of the target

proteins in human colon cancer.

Introduction

Cancer that begins in the colon is called colon cancer whilst cancer that begins in

the rectum is called rectal cancer. Cancers affecting either of these organs may

also be called colorectal cancer (National Cancer Institute, 2004). Colorectal

cancer is a worldwide public health concern and it is among the best

characterized cancers with regard to genetic progression of the disease (Fearon,

1990). Environmental factors and host immunological characteristics could also

contribute to initiation and progression of this cancer (Harkins et a/., 2002).

Colorectal cancer is also a frequent cause of mortality and morbid ity in

developed, developing and industrialized countries (Fearon, 2001). In Malaysia,

cancer of colorectal ranks second most common cancers and this has also been

the case for both male and female. The Chinese had the highest number,

followed by Indians and Malays had the lowest number of cases. It was reported

that 9.6 % of the patients were at stage I, 31.7% were at stage II, 33.7% were at

stage III and 25% were at stage IV (Zarihah et a/., 2000). Below age of 60 years,

the disease occurred almost equally among male and female. Thereafter, the

frequency in males rose rapidly. The incidence of colon cancer is increased

exponentially with age (Chan et a/., 1994; Hooi and Devaraj, 1997; Penang

Hospice, 2003).
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Although early detection of colon cancer is important, for many individuals the

detection does not occur. Almost one-half of all patients with colorectal cancer

die of metastasis disease (Brunagel et al., 2002). Patients with stage II (Dukes'

stage B) colorectal cancer have a 5-year survival of 70-80% after curative

surgery. For stage III (Dukes' stage C), which involves the regional lymph nodes,

the 5-year survival rate decreases to 30-50%. Patient who with stage III disease

can be treated with adjuvant chemotherapy. Some patients with stage II (Dukes'

stage B) disease are at high risk for recurrence and receive adjuvant

chemotherapy (O'Connell et al., 1992).

A screening policy for early diagnosis of colorectal cancer has not been definitely

adopted. Moreover, at the time of diagnosis, some 25% of patients already have

liver metastases (Ponz de Leon et al., 2000; Blumgart and Fong, 1995).

Advances in early detection and surgery have been largely responsible for

reducing mortality and morbidity of colon cancer.

Colorectal cancers develop through a series of histological distinct stages from

adenoma to carcinoma (Muto et al., 1995). Recently, the multi-step model of

colon cancer development was proposed by Fearon and Vogelstein (Fearon and

Vogelstein, 1990). The mechanism was revised and presented in greater detail

to include the interdependence of different pathways and involvement of many

more gene mutations than before (Bodmer, 1996 and liyas et al., 1999). It is

believed that mutations in certain genes set the stage for initiation and

transformation of normal colonic epithelial cells. Further accumulation of

mutations in other genes contributes to the progression of cancer through

adenoma - carcinoma - metastasis stages (Natayan and Roy, 2003). Each

gene codes certain proteins, which were either expressed or suppressed when

the cell turns cancerous.

The vast majority of colorectal cancers are adenocarcinomas, which arise from

preexisting adenomatous polyps that develop in the normal colonic mucosa. This
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adenoma-carcinoma sequence is a well-characterized clinical and

histopathologic series of events with which discrete molecular genetic alterations

have been associated. DNA methylation changes are a relatively early event

and have been detected at the polyp stage. Colorectal cancers and polyps have

an imbalance DNA methylation, which are global hypomethylation and regional

hypermethylation. Hypomethylation can lead to oncogene activation, whereas

hypermethylation can lead to silencing of tumor suppressor genes. ras gene

mutations are observed commonly occur in larger polyps but not in smaller

polyps, suggesting a role for this oncogene in polyp growth (EI-Deiry, 2005).

Carcinomas are found in as many as 4% of neoplastic polyps. Cells must

accumulate 4 to 5 molecular defects, including activation of oncogenes and

inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, to undergo malignant transformation. In

normal mucosa, the surface epithelium regenerates approximately every 6 days.

Crypt cells migrate from the base of the crypt to the surface, where they undergo

differentiation, maturation, and, ultimately, lose the ability to replicate. In

adenomas, several genetic mutations alter this process, starting with inactivation

of the adenomatous polyposis coli (APe) gene, allowing unchecked cellular

replication at the crypt surface. With the increase in cell division, further

mutations occur resulting in activation of the K-ras oncogene in the early stages

and p53 mutations in later stages. These cumulative losses in tumor suppressor

gene function prevent apoptosis and give the cell eternal life (Cirincione and

Cagir 2004).

The stages of colorectal cancer

Staging is an assessment of the extent of the spread of a particular tumor. One

of the more commonly used systems is that established by the International

Union Against Cancer (Franks and Teich, 1986). Stage 0 cancer is found only in

the innermost lining of the colon or rectum, it is known as Carcinoma in situ. For

Stage 1 or Dukes' A colorectal cancer is assigned when the cancer has grown

into the inner wall of the colon or rectum. However, the tumor has not reached

the outer wall of the colon or extended outside the colon. During the stage 2 or
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Dukes' B, the tumor extends more deeply into or through the wall of the colon or

rectum, it may have invaded nearby tissue but cancer cells have not spread to

the lymph nodes. Stage 3 or Dukes' C is the stage where cancer has spread to

the nearby lymph nodes, but not to other parts of the body. Stage 4 or Dukes'D

is most critical cancer staging because the cancer has spread to other parts of

the body, such as the liver or lungs. In certain situation, the cancer has been

treated however it is returned after a period of time when the cancer could not be

detected. The disease may return in the colon or rectum, or in another part of the

body. In this case, it is determined as recurrent cancer (National Cancer

Institute, 2004).

Tumor (cancer) grade

Tumor grade is a system used to classify cancer cells in terms of how abnormal

they look under a microscope and how quickly the tumor is likely to grow and

spread. Many factors are considered when determining tumor grade, including

the structure and growth pattern of the cells. The specific factors used· to

determine tumor grade vary with each type of cancer. Histological grade, also

called differentiation, refers to how much the tumor cells resemble normal cells of

the same tissue type. In cancer, refers to how mature (developed) the cancer

cells are in a tumor. Differentiated tumor cells resemble normal cells and tend to

grow and spread at a slower rate than undifferentiated or poorly differentiated

tumor cells, which lack the structure and function of normal cells and grow

uncontrollably. Based on the microscopic appearance of cancer cells, tumor

grade is classified into four degrees of severity, which are Grades 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The cells of Grade 1 tumors resemble normal cells, and tend to grow and multiply

slowly. Grade 1 tumors are often well-differentiated or low-grade tumors, and are

generally considered the least aggressive in behavior. Conversely, the cells of

Grade 3 or Grade 4 tumors are usually poorly differentiated or undifferentiated

high-grade tumors, and are generally the most aggressive in behavior. In

addition, they do not look like normal cells of the same type. Thus, Grade 3 and
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4 tumors tend to grow rapidly and spread faster than tumors with a lower grade

(AJCC, 2002).

Table: The guidelines for grading tumors (AJCC, 2002)

Cancer Grade Cell description

GX Grade cannot be assessed (Undetermined grade)

G1 Well-differentiated (Low grade)

G2 Moderately differentiated (Intermediate grade)

G3 Poorly differentiated (High grade)

G4 Undifferentiated (High grade)

Proteomics

The proteome, first formalized in 1995, designs all the proteins expressed by the

genome of a cell, tissue, or organism. Complementing the field of genomics,

proteomics is designed to elucidate both protein levels and posttranslational

modifications in different cell types under different physiological conditions

(Pandey and Mann, 2000). In recent years, proteome analysis has gained great

interest and is presently use as a modern tool in drug discovery to determine the

biochemical processes involved in diseases (Fung et a/., 2000), to monitoring

cellular processes (Blackstock and Weir, 1999) and for characterizing protein

expression levels (Glocker et a/., 2000). The comparative characterization of

protein patterns in tissues or body fluids of healthy individuals and patients has

the potential to serve as basis for new diagnostic tools and the design of disease

specific therapies. Gel eletrophoresis (2-DE) (O'Farrell, 1975) followed by in-gel

proteolytic digestion and mass spectrometric analysis (Mann and Talbo, 1996;

Jensen et a/., 1999) has become a powerful method for the identification of

proteins present in complex mixtures.

The progress in genomic sequencing, the availability of Internet databases, and

the development of mass spectrometry-based strategies for protein identification,
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heralded the use of proteomic analysis in biomedicine (Banks et aI., 2000). The

use of proteomics for analyzing signal transduction pathways that lead to colon

cancer (Friedman et aI., 2004) and breast cancer cell development has now

become a reality and provides the knowledge base for the identification of

therapeutic targets and the development of new anti-cancer drugs (Hondermarck

et a/., 2001).

Objectives of the projects:

In the recent years, protein complement of the proteome has evolved significantly

as a result of improved technologies for electrophoresis and mass spectrometry

for protein identification. Through these technologies, information on prognosis

of colon cancer (Stierum et a/., 2003) can be obtained. In fact of the

advancement of LC/MS/MS technology, proteomic analysis on colon cancer is

one of the leading technologies that applied in cancer research. These protein

identifications provide the basis for future comparisons with the proteomes of

purified colon cancer or tumor cells. There is a great lack of information on the

proteome for Malaysian colorectal cancer patients. Thus, this study is aim to

analyze the proteome of colorectal cancerous and normal tissues obtained from

Malaysian colorectal cancer patients with the objectives of:

1. To develop a sequential protein extraction technique that is able to

extract proteins from normal and cancer tissues.

2. To determine the protein maps of human colon normal tissues and

human colon cancer tissues.

3. To identify differentially expressed protein between normal and

cancerous tissue.

4. To analyze the target proteins using LC/MS/MS analysis.
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Methodology

Samples collection

Human colon normal tissues and colon cancer tissues were provided by Hospital

Pulau Pinang. The normal tissues collected are the tissues adjacent to the tumor

tissue, which is the tissue of the mucosa layer. The normal tissues were

confirmed normal by the hospital's pathologist. The tissues were collected after

informed consent from the patients was obtained. The tissues were cut into

similar sizes, weighed and immediately stored at -70oe before analyzed. A total

of 20 sets of tissues comprising of normal and cancerous tissues from 20

Malaysian patients were analyzed.

Tissue lysis with sequential extraction

Equal weight of tissues (normal and cancer) was subjected to analysis. The

deep-frozen colon tissue specimens were disrupted by grinding in a liquid

nitrogen-cooled mortar until became powder-form. The powder form-like tissues

were aliquot in separated eppendoft tubes. Sequential extraction of protein using

three protein extraction buffers (OPE buffers A) was carried out. Whereby,

proteins were sequentially extracted with buffer in increasingly protein solubilizing

strength. These extraction buffers were prepared according to BIO-RAD Manual

(BIO-RAD, 2002) with modification. The extraction procedures are described in

the following sections.

Tris Extraction Buffer:

The concentration of Tris Extraction Buffer (T1) is 40mM Tris. 1000 /-LI of T1

extraction buffer was added to 500 mg of homogenized tissue. The mixture was

vortexed for 30 seconds and centrifuged at 200e with the speed of 12,000 x g for

8 minutes. The supernatant was collected in aliquots (50 /-LI) and kept in -20oe.
The pellet was recovered for the second step of the sequential extraction.
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Solution Two Extraction Buffer

Solution Two Extraction Buffer (S2) contains 8 M Urea, 50 mM OTT, 4% (w/v)

CHAPS, 0.2% (v/v) Carrier ampholytes (pH 3-10) and 0.0002% (wlv)

Bromophenol Blue. Composition of S2 solution is shown in table 2.2. The

recovered pellet was washed once with the T1 solution, it was then vortexed,

centrifuged and the supernatant was discarded. After washing, a volume of 1000

~I S2 solution was added to the pellet. The mixture was then vortexed for 30

seconds and then centrifuged at 20°C with the speed of 12,000 x g for 8 minutes.

The supernatant was collected in aliquots (50 ~I) and kept at -20°C. The pellet

was again recovered for the third step of the sequential extraction.

Solution Three Extraction Buffer

Solution Three Extraction Buffer (S3) contains 5 M Urea, 2 M Thiourea, 50 mM

on, 2% (w/v) CHAPS, 2% (v/v) Triton, 0.2% Carrier ampholytes (pH 3-10), 40

mM Tris and 0.0002% Bromophenol Blue. The composition of S3 solution is

shown in table 2.3. The recovered pellet from S2 extraction was washed twice

with the S2 solution, it was then vortexed and centrifuged, and the supernatant

was discarded. After washing, a 1000 ~I of S3 solution was added to the pellet.

The mixture was again vortexed for 30 seconds and then centrifuged at 20°C at

the speed of 12,000 x g for 8 minutes. The supernatant was collected in aliquots

(50 J.!I) and kept at -20°C. The pellet was then discarded or kept in -20°C for

another experiment. A total of 20 set of specimens made up of normal and

cancerous colonic tissues was collected from 20 patients.

Protein Concentration Determination

Ultraviolet spectrophotometer (MODEL***) was used in the determination of

protein concentration. The absorbance (A) at 280 nm and 260 nm wavelengths

were measured and the following formula is applied;

Protein (mgcm-3) = 1.55 A2so - 0.76 A260
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According to the above equation, A280 and A260 stand for total protein and total

nucleic acid respectively. A 1000 times dilution was carried out on the protein

samples, whereby every 1 III of sample was diluted in 999 III of 0.01 M

phosphate buffer. The absorbance (zero against blank) for each sample was

taken three times and then an average of the readings was calculated.

Sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (50S-PAGE)

50S-PAGE was performed as described by the modified method of Laemmli

(Laemmli, 1970). The gel percentages were 7.5%,10% and 15% polyacrylamide

gel in a vertical slab gel apparatus. Two sizes of polyacrylamide gel were used.

They were the small gel with the size of 8.3 x 7.4 em and the big gel with the size

of 20 x 16 cm.

The preparation of protein samples for 50S-PAGE separation was carried out by

adding 20% (vlv) of sample buffer (0.5M Tris-HCI, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.02%

(w/v) 50S, 0.1 % (w/v) Coomassie blue) to each extracted protein sample (5 Ill)

and vortexed for 30 seconds. The samples (normal and cancer) were then

loaded into individual wells of 50S-polyacrylamide gel using a syringe.

Meanwhile, 5 III of unstained protein molecular weight markers was boiled at

100°C for 15 minutes and then loaded into a separate well.

For 8.3 x 7.4 cm gel, electrophoresis was performed using vertical

electrophoresis slab gel apparatus at a constant voltage of 200 volts through out

the electrophoresis process. For 20 x 16 cm gel, the gel was run at a constant

voltage of 200 volts when the samples were in the stacking gel. When the dye

front reached the resolving gel, voltage was increased to 245 volts.

Electrophoresis was terminated when the dye front was 2 to 3 mm away from the

bottom edge of the gel for both experiments.
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2-D Gel Electrophoresis

Protein concentration of the Thiourea buffer extracts was determined using RC

DC protein assay kit (BIORAO), and 500 ~g of each extracts in 185 ~I of

rehydration buffer (same compositions as Thiourea buffer) was allowed to

rehydrate into each IPG strips (4-7 pH range, 11 cm) for 15 hours and focused

using IEF Cell (BIORAO) starting from 0 to 250 V within 15 min, followed by 250

to 8000 V within 2.5 hours and maintained at 8000 V until 35000 V-hr was

achieved. Subsequently, the IPG strips were equilibrated for 15 min with gentle

shaking in SOS-PAGE Equilibration Buffer I (6 M urea, 0.375 M Tris pH 8.8, 2%

SOS, 20% glycerol, 2% OTT and a trace amount of bromophenol blue), followed

by another 15 min of gentle shaking in SOS-PAGE Equilibration Buffer II (same

composition as SOS-PAGE Equilibration Buffer, but 2.5% iodoacetamide was

used instead of 2% OTT). Second dimension separation was carried out under

constant voltage of 200 V for approximately 3 hours in 10% SOS-PAGE.

Gel washing and staining

At the completion of electrophoresis, the gel sandwich was disassembled. The

stacking gel was discarded and the resolving gel was washed and soaked twice

in distilled water for 10 minutes each.

Coomassie blue staining

The polyacrylamide gel was stained in coomassie blue staining solution

consisting of 0.2 g Coomasie Blue R250, 5% (v/v) methanol and 2% (v/v) glacial

acetic acid. The gel was stained for 2 hours (for 8.3 x 7.4 cm) or overnight (for

20 x 16 cm). During destaining, the coomassie blue stain solution was discarded

and the destaining solution consists of 50% (v/v) methanol and 10% (v/v) acetic

acid was added until sufficiently cover the gel. After 20 minutes, the solution was

replaced by the new destaining solution and then the gel was continued to soak

overnight in the destaining solution.
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Silver staining

Polyacrylamide gel was stained with Silver Stain according to the method

provided by the manufacturer (BIO-RAO). The gel was fixed twice with fixative

solution (10% v/v ethanol, 5% v/v acetic acid). After 15 minutes, the fixative

solution was discarded and oxidizer solution (10% v/v) was added, the gel was

soaked in the solution for 5 minutes. The polyacrylamide gel was then washed

with deionized water for 5 minutes, which was repeated for 5 times. Silver

reagent (10% v/v) was added to stain the polyacrylamide gel for 20 minutes.

Again, the gel was washed with deionized water. This was followed by adding of

the developer solution (3.2% w/v) to the gel until the developer solution turned

into brown "smokey" color. It was then replaced by another additional of fresh

developer solution. Finally, the stopping solution (5% v/v acetic acid) was added

to polyacryalamide gel.

Imaging

After staining, the image of the gel was captured using High Resolution Scanner

(Canon). All digitized captured images were then stored as JPEG format

In-Gel Digestion

The SOS-Polyacrylamide gel was washed thoroughly in 100 mM NH4HC03 and

the differentially expressed protein bands from either normal or cancer colon

tissues were then excised from the gel. In-gel digestion using trypsin was

performed according to Gam and Aishah, (2002) with slight modification, The gel

pieces were first excised and shrunk by dehydration in acetonitrile. The solvent

was then discarded and the gel pieces were dried in a vacuum centrifuge. A

volume of 10 mM dithiotreitol (On) in 100 mM NH4HC03sufficient to cover the

gel pieces was added and the protein was reduced for 1 hour at 56 ce. After

cooling to room temperature, the OTT solution was replaced with a same volume

of 55 mM iodoacetic acid in 100 mM NH4HC03. After 45 minutes incubation at

ambient temperature in the dark with occasional vortexing, the gel pieces were

washed with 50-100 ~I of 100 mM NH4HC03 for 10 minutes, dehydrated with
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acetonitrile, rehydrated in 100 mM NH4HC03 and dehydrated in the same volume

of acetonitrile. The liquid phase was removed and the gel pieces were dried in a

vacuum centrifuge. The gel pieces were swollen in digestion buffer containing 50

mM NH4HC03, 5 mM CaCb, and 12.5 ng/l-.lI of tripsin in an ice-cold bath. After 45

minutes, the supernatant was removed and replaced with 10 !J.I of the same

buffer but without trypsin to keep the gel pieces wet during enzymatic cleavage

at 37 aC overnight. Peptides were extracted from the gel matrix by adding 15 !J.I

of 20 mM NH4HC03 , vortexed and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes

and the supernatant was recovered after a brief spin. This was followed by

adding (1 to 2 times the volume of gel pieces) 5% (v/v) formic acid in

acetonitrile:water mixture (70:30), vortexed and incubated for 20 minutes at room

temperature. It was then spun down and the supernatant was recovered. These

steps were repeated 3 times. Pooled extracts were dried down in a vacuum

centrifuge and stored at -20 aC. Each of the pooled extracts (peptides) was

added with 30 !J.I of deionized water. Then, they were centrifuged at 500 X 9 for

5 minutes at 15 aC. The extracts were then subjected to LC/MS/MS analysis or

stored at -20 aC.

Mass spectrometric analysis

A volume of 5 !J.I of the sample was injected into a RPC-column (C18 300 A, 5 !J.m,

1 mm X 150 mm) connected to a Hewlett Packard HPLC. A capillary pump was

used to pump the mobile phase at 20 !J.l/min flow rate, the linear gradient used

was 5% 8 to 95% 8 in 65 minutes. Mobile phase A was 0.05% Formic acid in

deionized water and B was 0.05% formic acid in ACN. The HPLC was interfaced

to an ion trap mass spectrometer.

The dry gas temperature was 300°C, dry gas flow rate was of 8.0 Umin,

nebulizer pressure of 30.0 psi. The above parameters were used subsequently

for acquiring MS data. The peptides were ionized using electrospray soft

ionization technique (ESI).
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The experimental method was made up of one experimental protocol consisting

of 2 scan events. The first scan event was a full scan MS and the second was

the data dependent MS/MS scan which is dependent on the results of the first

scan event. The most intense ion in a MS scan will be automatically isolated and

excited to MS/MS scan. This linkage is known as data dependent scan.

The parameters set for data dependent scan (MS/MS scan) were default collision

energy (voltage) = 1.15V, charge state = 2, minimum threshold = 3000 counts,

and the isolation width = 2 m/z.

Mascot Protein Identification

The protein was identified through Mascot Protein Database Search engine. The

Peptide Mass Tolerance was set as ± 2 Da and ± 0.8 Da was set for the

Fragment Mass Tolerance. Only 1 missed cleavage was allowed and the

instrument type that was used in the analysis was ESI-TRAP meaning

Electrospray Ionization and ion Trap Mass Spectrometer. This software was

directly downloaded from the Internet Website, which is www.matrix

science.com. Matches were computed using a probability-based Mowse score

defined as -10 x log (P), where P is the probability that the observed match was

a random event (Perkin et. a/., 1999). To understand the functions and the

particulars about those proteins, SwissProt (www.expaxy.com) and Pubmed

(www.ncbi.com) protein database search were carried out.
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Results and Discussion

Sequential protein extraction

In the sequential protein extraction technique, three types of protein extraction

buffers were used to extract proteins from different cellular compartment of colon

tissue. The sequential extraction technique buffers was named as OPE buffers

A. OPE buffers A consists of three extraction buffers, namely Tris Extraction

Buffer (T1), Solution Two Extraction Buffer (S2) and Solution Three Extract

Buffer (S3). The main ingredient in T1 is 40 mM Tris. Tris extraction buffer was

used to extract soluble proteins, such as cytosolic proteins and nuclear proteins

(Biorad, 2002). The main compositions of S2 are Urea, DTT, CHAPS and carrier

ampholytes. This extraction buffer extracts the protein with intermediate

solubility (Biorad, 2002). The contents of S3 are almost similar with S2, with

addition of Thiourea, Triton and Tris. This solution is used to extract the proteins

(Biorad, 2002) that are insoluble in T1 and S2. The extraction buffers are always

used in the orderly sequence of T1 followed by S2 and then S3.

Sequential extraction technique

In general, the usage of sequential extraction buffers is benefited to this study.

This is because proteins from different cellular compartments were extracted in

fractions. This method not only allows the analysis of proteins according to their

localization in the cells, it also reduces the number of protein extracted in single

fraction, which allows better isolation of proteins and their visualization in SDS

PAGE.

Figure 1A shows the protein profiles of normal and cancer colon tissues from the

four different patients, which were extracted using Tris Extraction Buffer (T1).

Figure 1A shows that there are consistent protein bands that were expressed in

all the four normal tissues tested. Furthermore, there are also protein bands that

are only found in three out of four tissues analyzed. The same observation is

also seen in cancer tissues. These consistently expressed bands are

represented in diagram 1A. In our present study, only the consistently expressed
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bands are targeted for further analysis. The distinct bands that were only

detected in one particular tissue sample are ignored, as it may not represent the

proteins that involved in cancer formation. Diagram 1A represents the protein

bands consistently detected in all the four tissues analyzed. The black colored

band represents the protein bands that were detected in all the tissues analyzed.

Whereas, the orange colored band represents the protein bands that were found

in at least 75% of the tissues. In colon cancer tissues, the black-colored bands

were detected at 190 kDa, 177 kDa, 160 kDa, 48.8 kDa, 39 kDa, 35 kDa, 27 kDa,

26 kDa and 24kDa. However, the orange-colored band was detected at 11 kDa.

In colon normal tissues, the black-colored bands were detected at 190 kDa, 110

kDa, 48.8 kDa, 43 kDa, 36.3 kDa, 35 kDa, 26 kDa and 17 kDa, while the orange

colored bands are found at 78 kDa, 27 kDa and 24 kDa. When comparing

between cancer and normal, it is clear that amongst these proteins, there are

some proteins that were differently expressed in either normal or cancer. These

differently expressed proteins include unique proteins (expressed only in cancer

or in normal) and up-regulated proteins (higher intensity in cancer) and down

regulated protein (lower intensity in cancer). The protein bands that were

subjected for further analysis are at 190 kDa, 110 kDa, 48.8 kDa, 36.3 kDa, 35

kDa, 26 kDa and 17 kDa in normal and at 177 kDa, 160 kDa, 48.8 kDa, 27 kDa,

26 kDa and 24 kDa in cancer tissues. . The consistent protein bands in T1, the

48.8 kDa protein bands were frequently found in both normal and cancer tissues.

However, the band is more intense in normal as compared to those in cancer

tissue.
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Figure lA: Proteins profiles of normal and cancer colon tissues from four different
patients. The proteins were extracted using in Tris Extraction Buffer
(Tl). N: Normal colon tissues; C: Cancer colon tissues; M: Marker;
Lanes 1 and 2: MMN sample; Lanes 3 and 4: LKH sample; Lanes 5
and 6: CCH sample and Lanes 7 and 8: NSC sample.
Diagram 1A shows the consistent protein bands found in the normal
and the cancer tissues of the four patients.

Figure 1B shows the proteins profiles of proteins extracted using 52 buffer from

normal and cancer colon tissues of the four patients. Diagram 18 represents the

consistent protein bands expressed in the tissues analyzed, where black bands

show the consistent protein bands that were expressed in all the tissues

analyzed. Whereas, the orange bands show the consistent protein bands that

were expressed in at least 75% of tissues analyzed. For the cancer tissues, the

black-bands are at 76 kDa, 38 kDa, 32 kDa and 25 kDa. Furthermore, orange-

bands are at 65 kDa, 18 kDa and 12 kDa. For the normal tissues, the black-
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bands are at 180 kOa, 65 kOa, 38 kOa, 32 kOa and 25 kOa. Only one orange

band detected at 12 kOa. Amongst the bands, only two bands were targeted at

180 kOa and 32 kOa from normal and four bands at 76 kOa, 65 kOa, 38 kOa and

25 kOa from cancer were randomly choose for further analysis. Some of these

bands appeared in a very low intensity, such bands are at 180 kOa for normal

and band at 76 kOa for cancer. In S2 buffer, most of the proteins from cancer

were found at the low molecular weight region, in the range of 35 kOa to 10 kDa.

In contrast, very few protein bands from normal were detected in this region.

Furthermore, these bands exist in a very low intensity. From figure 1B, it was

found that the proteins extracted in S2 buffer are different from those extracted in

T1 buffer. This suggests that proteins in T1 buffer and S2 buffer were originated

from different cellular compartment of the tissue. The constituent of S2, which

made up of urea and other chaotropic agents may disturb the rugged protein

protein interaction found among structural and cytoskeletal proteins. CHAPS has

proved especially useful for the solubilization of aggregating proteins

(Hjelmeland, 1990).
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Diagram 1B

Figure 1B: Proteins profiles of normal and cancer colon tissues from four different
patients. The proteins were extracted using in Solution Two Extraction
Buffer (S2). N: Normal colon tissues; C: Cancer colon tissues; M:
Marker; Lanes 1 and 2: MMN sample; Lanes 3 and 4: LKH sample;
Lanes 5 and 6: CCH sample and Lanes 7 and 8: NSC sample.
Diagram IB shows the consistent protein bands found in the normal
and the cancer tissues of the four patients.

Figure 1C shows the proteins profiles of proteins extracted using 83

buffer from normal and cancer colon tissues of the four patients. Diagram

1 C represents the consistency protein bands expressed in the tissues

analyzed. For the cancer tissues, the consistent black-bands are at 38

kDa, 27 kDa, 23 kDa 20 kDa and 17 kDa. The consistent orange-band is

at 65 kDa. For the normal tissues, the consistent black-bands are at 38

kDa, 27 kDa and 20 kDa. Furthermore, the consistent orange-bands are

at 150 kDa, 100 kDa, 65 kDa, 46 kDa and 35 kDa. When comparing the

protein profiles of cancer and normal, it is obvious that the expression of

lower molecular weight proteins (below 37 kDa) in cancer tissues is

greater than that of the normal tissue. Thus, in order to understand the

identity of these proteins, the protein bands at 17 kDa, 20 kDa, 23 kDa

and 27 kDa were targeted for further analysis. The constituent of 83
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buffer was different with 52 buffer because of the presence of thiouea in

53 buffer. A mixture of urea and thiourea was recommended to enhance

the protein solubilization for extraction of more stringent proteins from the

tissue (Rabilloud, 1998). In other words, 53 buffer was used to extract the

insoluble protein in T1 buffer and 52 buffer.

Normal. Cmccr

lilil kDa¥'~

65IDa-...-

46kDa-~

38kDa

21kDa

20kDa

----.t- 38 kDa

- .....-21kDa

==:t::= 23 kDa20kDa
17kDa

MMN Lm CCB NBC K
(N) (C) (N) (C) (N) (C) (N) (C)

250kDa
150kDa

• 100m•
75kDa

.. 50kDa

.. 37kDa

.. 25kDa

• 10kDa

Diagram IC

Figure IC: Proteins profiles of normal and cancer colon tissues from four different
patients. The proteins were extracted using in Solution Three
Extraction Buffer (S3). N: Normal colon tissues; C: Cancer colon
tissues; M: Marker; Lanes I and 2: MMN sample; Lanes 3 and 4: LKH
sample; Lanes 5 and 6: CCH sample and Lanes 7 and 8: NSC sample.
Diagram 3.2C shows the consistent protein bands found in the normal
and the cancer tissues of the four patients.

Besides the 8DS-PAGE analysis, S3 protein extracts was also subjected to 2D

gel analysis, the image was captured and analyzed using POQuest software

(BIORAO) and the differentially expressed proteins was SUbjected to LC/MS/MS

analysis, the result is shown in Table 2. Figure 10 shows the 20 gel protein
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profiles for cancer and normal, respectively. It is clear that more protein spots

was detected in 20 gel separation because it provides a more comprehensive of

protein separation where the proteins were separated according to their pi and

MW whereas proteins were only separated by difference in MW in SOS-PAGE.
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Figure 10: 20 gel protein profiles for one of the 83 protein extracts;
Upper, cancer; Lower, normal
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Identification of proteins using LC-MS/MS analysis

Recently, the most common implementation of proteome analysis is the

separation of proteins expressed in a tissue by means of gel electrophoresis and

the identification of the separated protein bands by MS or MS/MS (Figeys et al.,

1998). Generally, protein identification is performed by applying a combination of

protein separation, protein digestion, tryptic peptide analysis via tandem mass

spectrometry and protein database search engine (Schlosser et al., 2003). In

this study, the separation of proteins was employed by means of SOS-PAGE. As

a consequent, proteins with different molecular weight could be characterized

effectively. The separation of proteins by SOS-PAGE posses certain limitations,

such as the low resolving ability of SOS-PAGE as compared to 2-D

electrophoresis, which led to overlapping of protein bands in SOS-PAGE.

However, the un-resolve proteins that were presence in a single band in SOS

PAGE can be identified individually by means of LC/MS/MS. Whereby, in our

present study, some of the Mascot protein database search results indicate the

presence of more than one protein in single protein band, which show indicating

the overlapping of proteins in the band. Moreover, several limitations inherent by

2-D electrophoresis, such as the difficulty in the detection and identification of the

proteins, which are hydrophobic. basic (pI > 9) and large (> 200 kOa) can be

analyzed using SOS-PAGE. (Becamel et al., 2002). Therefore, combination

efficient separation of proteins from SOS-PAGE with high performance liquid

chromatography (LC) coupled to MS/MS (LC-MS/MS) was carried out in this

study (Mann et aI., 2001).

LC-MS/MS is a highly automated (Oucret et al., 1998), fast and reliable, powerful

and sensitive instrument for detection of proteins and peptides (Govorukhina,

2003). In principle, the tryptic peptides generated by proteolytic digestion target

protein were separated by liquid chromatography (LC) and analyzed by tandem

mass spectrometry (MS/MS). The application of LC separation technique, such

as high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has been successfully used
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in peptides separation (Isaaq et af., 2002). Mass spectrometry, with the

development of 'soft' ionization method such as electrospray (ESI), has become

important technique for protein characterization (Fenn et a/., 1989; Carr et a/.,

1991). Furthermore, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) was utilized to

provide mass and sequence information (Roepstorff and Fohlman, 1984) as well

as (partial) primary structures of peptides by a process called collision-induced

dissociation (CID) (Hunt et a/., 1986). Through MS/MS analysis, a series of

product ions were generated providing the amino acid sequence information of

the peptide. Using this approach, the identity of the proteins could be

determined (Ducret et a/., 1996).

In this study, the target protein bands were excised and enzymatically digestion

of the protein using an in-gel digest method was carried out (Shevchenko et a/.,

1996). Following which the tryptic peptides were introduced into a mass

spectrometer via HPLC-based separation techniques. A program was created to

control the mass spectrometer to switch from automated MS to MS/MS switching

mode in order to generate CID spectra of the most intense ion in a MS scan.

Once the necessary spectra have been generated, the instrument reverted back

to MS mode. This cycle was repeated until the end of the separation protocol.

The CID spectra generated during an experiment was used to identify the

protein by matching it to the known protein sequences (Gibson and Biemann,

1984) existing in the NCBI non-redundancy protein sequence database using

Mascot software (Perkins et al., 1999), which can be found in the following

Website (http://www.matrixscience.com). In this study, the identification of

proteins was performed by matching experimental MS/MS spectra of its peptides

against calculated spectra in the NCBI Human protein database (Becamel et al.,

2002). The structural and functional information of the identified proteins were

determined via available SWISS-PROT protein database World Wide Web

(http://au.expasy.org) and PubMed

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrezlquerv.fcgi?) protein database search

engine.
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The Base Peak Chromatogram (BPC) of the tryptic peptides of protein at band

48.8 kOa (T1, normal) is shown in figure 2A. An example of the MS spectrum of

the peptide fragment that eluted at 31.6 min retention time is shown in figure 2B.

A doubly charged precursor ion with m/z value of 917.9 was obtained from the

ionized peptide fragment (figure 2B). The product ions spectrum (MS/MS

spectrum) for the precursor ion is shown in figure 20. A peptide with amino acid

sequence of VFSNGAOLSGVTEEAPLK (figure 2C) was derived from the

product ions spectrum shown in figure 3.40. This peptide sequence was

confirmed via a series of band y product ions. The b product ions are b7, b9 and

b15 ions at m/z 685.3, 899.9 and 1460.4, while the y production ions are Y3, Y4,

Y5, Y7, Y9,Y10, Y11, Y1UY13 and Y14 ions at m/z 357.3, 428.2, 557.3, 787.4, 944.6,

1030.5, 1143.6, 1258.7, 1329.7 and 1386.6. In the interpretation of peptide

sequence, the mass of every b- and y- product ions are important information to

determine its sequence, whereby its series of products ions whose mass

differences matched amino acid residue masses (Mann and Wilm, 1994).

Together with other peptides that were sequenced in the analysis, 5 peptides

were found match alpha-1-antitrypsin precursor (NCBI accession number: ITHU)

from Homo sapiens taxonomy when subjected to Mascot search engine (figure

3A and B). The total score gathered from the five matched peptide were 246,

where score> 41 indicates identity or extensive homology. The total sequence

coverage of the protein by these peptides was 12 %. The theoretical molecular

weight of the protein is 46881, which is relatively close to the experimental

molecular weight.

Besides alpha-1-antitrypsin precursor, two other proteins, namely serum albumin

precursor and serum albumin were identified from the 48.8 kOa band (figure 4).

The scores gathered by the peptides that led to the identification of serum

albumin and serum albumin precursor are 1054 and 1087, respectively. The

sequence coverage by these peptides is 36% (figure 5 B) and 37 % (figure 6 B)
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for serum albumin precursor and serum albumin. Using the same method,

identification of other proteins were carried out.
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ITHU Hass: 415881 Score: 246 Queries matched: 5

.lph.-1-~tit~yp5in p~ecu~50~ [v.lid.tedl - h~~

r- Check to include thi5 hit in e~~o~ tole~~t ~e.~ch

Que~ Observed Hr (expi:) Hr(cuc) Delta. Hiss Score Bxpect ROU'Ik Peptide

p 36 343.82 685.63 685.44 0.19 0 "~ :Ll 1 H'DL11R",
P 15. 444.'19 eS'7.57 887.50 O.O? 0 33 0.42 1 AVLTIDEK

rot 98 506.37 1014.73 1014. 61 0.12 0 &0 0.0001'4 1 S\TLGQLGITK

P lQ6. 555.83 1109.65 1109. 60 0.05 0 58 0.00086 1 LSIT GT'i'DLK

P 153 917.93 1833.135 1832.92 0.93 0 69 5e-05 1 1m SNGADLSGVTEEAPLK

Figure 3A: Five peptides that confirmed that identity of alpha-I-antitrypsin precursor

f~ILATRJXI

lSCIENC~fMascot Search Results

Protein View

Match to: ITHU Score: 246
alpha-l-antitrypsin precursor [validated] - human
Found in search of E:\HERNG YEE 270204\NTl-53-67.mgf

Nominal mass (Mrl: 46881; Calculated pI value: 5.37
NCBI BLAST search of ITHU against nr
Unformatted sequence string for pasting into other applications

Taxonomy: Homo sapiens
Links to retrieve other entries containing this sequence from NCBI Entrez:
A1AT HUMAN from Homo sapiens

Fixed modifications: Carboxymethyl (C)
Cleavage by Trypsin: cuts C-term side of KR unless next residue is P
Sequence Coverage: 12%

Matched peptides shown in Bold Red

1 MPSSVSWGIL LLAGLCCLVP VSLAEDPQGD AAQKTDTSHH DQDHPTFNKI
51 TPNLAEFAFS LYRQLAHQSN STNIFFSPVS IATAFAMLSL GTKADTHDEI

101 LEGLNFNLTE IPEAQIHEGF QELLRTLNQP DSQLQLTTGN GLFLSEGLKL
151 VDKFLEDVKK LYHSEAFTVN FGDTEEAKKQ INDYVEKGTQ GKIVDLVKEL
201 DRDTVFALVN YIFFKGKWER PFEVKDTEEE DFHVDQVTTV KVPMMKRLGM
251 FNIQHCKKLS SWVLLMKYLG NATAIFFLPD EGKLQHLENE LTHDIITKFL
301 ENEDRRSASL HLPKLSITGT YDLKSVLGQL GITKVFSNGA DLSGVTEEAP
351 LKLSKAVH~ VLTIDEKGTE AAGAMFLEAI PMSIPPEVKF NKPFVFLMIE
401 QNTKSPLFMG KVVNPTQK

Figure 3B:Mascot search result for the analysis of protein at band 48.8 (Tl, normal colon tissue). The
protein identified is alpha-I-antitrypsin precursor. Five peptides were found matched the
amino acid sequence of alpha-I-antitrypsin. The total sequence coverage of the identified
peptides is 12 %. 31



Probability Based Mowse Score
Ions score is -10*Log(P), where P is the probability that the observed match is a random event.
Individual ions scores> 41 indicate identity or extensive homology (p<O.05).
Protein scores are derived from ions scores as a non-probabilistic basis for ranking protein hits.
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Figure 4: The identification of three different proteins, namely alpha-l-antrypsin precursor, serum
albumin precursor and serum albumin from the protein band at 48.8 kDa (Tl, normal).
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ABHUS Mass: 71352 Score: lO81 Queries matched: 19

serum albumin precursor [val idatedj - human

r Check to include this hit in error tolerant search

Query Observed Mr( elqltl Mr(ca1.cl De1ta Miss Score ElqIect Rank Pept.ide

45 337.24 672.47 612.31 0.09 0 19 13 3 A_VAR

58 348.23 694.45 694.33 0.12 0 10 48 9 I.fYAEAK

P' 74 387.26 772 ..51 112.42 0.09 0 45 0.033 1 AACLLPI<

P' 78 39.'L29 188.51 188.46 0.10 0 31 0.18 1 LVTDLTI<

81 401.77 801. 53 801. 47 0.05 1 2 5.2e+02 7 HLGKVGSI<

P' 84 440.15 819.49 819.43 0.05 0 22 3.9 1 AEFAElTSI<

P' 87 464.29 926.51 926.49 0.08 0 21 5.3 1 YLYEIAR

P' 88 470.15 939.49 939.44 0.04 0 33 0.26 1 DDNPNLPR

P' 89 476.25 950.49 950.43 O.O.~ 0 22 4.4 1 DLGEEUFI<

P 2Q 430.83 959.65 959.56 0.09 0 49 0.0081 1 FQtIAll.VR

P' 91 480.84 959.61 959.56 0.11 0 ( 45) 0.023 1 FQtIAll.VR

P' ~ 492.79 983.51 983.48 0.08 0 14 25 1 TYETTLEI<

P' 97 500.85 999 .69 999.60 0.09 0 25 2.3 1 QTALVELVK

P' 99 507.35 1012.69 1012.59 0.09 0 54 0.0025 1 LVAASQAALGL

P' .Jm. 528.34 1054.61 10.54.58 0.08 1 22 3.7 1 I<YLYEIAR

.lQj 537.79 1073.57 1073.54 0.03 1 5 2.1e+02 3 LDELlU)EGK

P' 115 564.88 1127.75 1127.69 0.05 1 18 9.6 1 I<QTALVELVK

P .1ll 575.33 1148.65 1148.61 0.04 0 23 2.5 1 LVNEVTEFAK

P ll!1 829.86 1657.71 1651.13 -0.02 0 17 8.5 1 QIfCELFE OL GEYJ(

Figure 4A: Nineteen peptides that confirmed that identity of serum albumin precursor
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{~'WATRIXl.S'CIElvCEJ Mascot Search Results

Protein View

Match to: ABHUS Score: 1087
serum albumin precursor [validated] - human
Found in search of E:\HERNG YEE 270204\NTl-53-67.mgf

Nominal mass (Mr ): 71352; Calculated pI value: 5.92
NCBI BLAST search of bE~9S against nr
Unformatted sequence string for pasting into other applications

Taxonomy: Homo sapiens
Links to retrieve other entries containing this sequence from NCBI Entrez:
ALBU HU~AN from Homo sapiens

Fixed modifications: Carboxymethyl (C)
Cleavage by Trypsin: cuts C-term side of KR unless next residue is P
Sequence Coverage: 36%

Matched peptides shown in Bold Red

1 MKWVTFISLL FLFSSAYSRG VFRRDAHKSE VAHRFKDLGE ENFKALVLIA
51 FAQYLQQCPF EDHVKLVNEV TEFAKTCVAD ESAENCDKSL HTLFGDKLCT

101 VATLRETYGE MADCCAKQEP ERNECFLQHK DDNPNLPRLV RPEVDVMCTA
R •••_ ••_._··__w.····__·····_··.__•··

151 FHDNEETFLK KYI.YEIJ'..RRH PYFYAPELLF FAKRYKl\}\FT EC:CQF·l.l,OKlv'-.
201 CLLPKI.DELR ~)EC~I5AS SAKQ RLKC~§J..Qr-sF GERAFK.Zl.~-v.z:,. V ~RL~_QRFP!s.?~--_..._--_ ..__ .._._-_....__..

251 E'FAEVSKI.;V7 DLTKVHTECC HGDLLECADD Rl.\.DLAKYICE N<~DSISSI<:LK

301 ECCEKPLLEK SHCIAEVEND EMPADLPSLA ADFVESKDVC KNYF.EAKDVF-_....._...._--.._.
351 LGMFLYEYAR RHPDYSVVLL LRLAKTYETT LEKCCAAADP HECYAKVFDE
401 FKPLVEEPQN LIKQNCELFE QLGEYKFQNA LLVRYTKKVP QVSTP7.L"\JE'I-- --
451 SRNLGK\tGSK CCKHPEAKRM PCAEDYLSVV LNQLCVLHEK TFilSDRVTKC---'---_.__. ~._._--_._.-

501 CTESLVNRRP CFSALEIJDET YVPKEFNAET FTFHADICTL SEKERQIKKQ
551 T.Zl.LVELVKHK PK:.~:!'X~E:9L~ VMDDFAAFVE KCCKADDKET CFAEEGKKLV--_._-.__.._----_.__.

601 ~?:-:;~Q:~~~.~!.::

Figure 4B:Mascot search result for the analysis of protein at band 48.8 (TI, normal colon tissue). The
protein identified is serum albumin precursor. Nineteen peptides were found matched the
amino acid sequence of serum albumin precursor. The total sequence coverage of the
identified peptides is 36 %.
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IBJ5 Mass: 6B160 Score: 1054 Queries matched: 19
serum ailJumin [val idatedl - human

r Check to include this hit in error to lerant search

Query Observed Mr( expt) Mr(ca1c) De1ta Miss Score Expect Rank Peptide

'IS 331.24 612.41 612.37 0.09 0 19 13 3 AlfAVAR

58 348.23 694.45 694.33 0.12 0 10 48 9 NYAEAI<:

~ 7'1 387.26 772.51 712.42 0.09 0 45 0.0:3:3 1 AACLLPK

J7 78 39.5.29 788.57 188.46 0.10 0 37 0.18 1 LVTDLTK

81 401.11 801.53 801.41 0.05 1 2 5.2e+02 1 BLGKVGSI<

~ 84 440.15 879.49 819.43 0.05 0 22 3.9 1 AEFJU.'VSK

p' 87 464.29 926.57 926.49 0.08 0 21 5.3 1 YLYEIAR

J7 88 470.75 939.49 939.44 0.04 0 33 0.26 1 IlDHPHLPR

~ 89 476.25 9.50.49 950.43 0.05 0 22 4.4 1 IlLGEEHFI<

P' 90 480.83 9.'59.65 959 ..56 0.09 0 49 0.0081 1 FOHAllVR

P' 91 480.84 959.61 959 ..56 0.11 0 ( 45) 0.023 1 FOHAllVR

~ 95 492.79 983.51 983.48 0.08 0 14 25 1 T":lETTLEK

P: 97 500.85 999.69 999.60 0.09 0 25 2.3 1 QTALVELVK

p- 99 507 .35 1012.69 1012.59 0.09 0 54 0.0025 1 LVAASQAALGL

P' 1m 528 .34 1054.61 1054.58 0.08 1 22 3.7 1 KnYEIAR

104 531.79 1013.57 1073.5;1 0.03 1 !I 2.1e+02 3 LDELRDEGK

P' 115 564.88 1127.15 1121.69 0.05 1 18 9.6 1 KQTALVELVK

P' 11& 515.33 1148.65. 1148.61 0.04 0 23 2.5 1 LVlfEVTEFAI<

P W 829.86 1657.11 1651.13 -0.02 0 11 8.5 1 QHCELFEQLGEYK

Figure 5A: Nineteen peptides that confirmed that identity of serum albumin
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IMATRlX)
l8CIEA'CE,·· Mascot Search Results

Protein View

Match to: 1BJ5 Score: 1054
serum albumin - human
Found in search of E:\HERNG YEE 270204\NT1-53-67.mgf

Nominal mass (Mr ): 68160; Calculated pI value: 5.73
NCBI BLAST search of }BJ5 against nr
Unformatted sequence string for pasting into other applications

Taxonomy: Homo sapiens

Fixed modifications: Carboxymethyl (C)
Cleavage by Trypsin: cuts C-term side of KR unless next residue is P
Sequence Coverage: 37%

1
51

101
151
201
251
301
351
401
451
501
551

HKSEVAHRFK
CVAOESAENC
LQHKDDNPNL
ELLFFAKRYK
.I=9JSFGERAFK
CAOORi'-.DU\.K
PSLAAOFVES
YE'I"I'LEKCCA
E9_~!.?:I::!::Y.B YT
LSVVLNQLCV
NAETFTFHAO
AFVEKCCKAO

DLGEENFKAL VLIAFAQYLQ QCPFEOHVKI:: VNEVTEFAKT
OKSLHTLFGO KLCTVATLRE TYGEMAOCCA KQEPERNECF
PRLVRPEVOV MCTAFHONEE TFLKKYLYET AF,RHPYFYAP
!:~~F:~~~~Q!:~ ~~:-~~J;:!::?!:<l: Q.~I::?'-.Qg:~~!~S SAKQRLK\;:~~
?:~JA'{~~:;. SQE FE:.!i-iC\Ef}i.~.,{:? 15!:..,{.~.~Q~..'DSV H TECCHGOLLE
YICENQDSIS SKLKECCEKP LLEKSHCIAE VENOEMPAOL
KOVCKNYAEA KOVFLGMFLY EYARRHPOYS VVLLLRLAKT

---"-- -
AAOPHECYAK VFOEFKPLVE EPQNLIKQNC ELfEQLGEYK
KK\iFQVS1'PT LVE2.:?~:r;g!i VGSKCCKHPE AKRMPCAEOY
LHEKTPVSDR VTKCCTESLV NRRPCFSALE VDETYVPKEF.. .__ _ __..._.__.__._._.H .__.. ....__..__

ICTLSEKERQ IKKQTALVEL VKHKPKl\TKE QLKAVMDOFA
DKETCFAEEG KK~~A_~g~~ LG

Figure 5B: Mascot search result for the analysis of protein at band 48.8 (Tl, normal colon tissue). The
protein identified is serum albumin. Nineteen peptides were found matched the amino acid
sequence of serum albumin. The total sequence coverage of the identified peptides is 37 %.
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Identification of proteins from normal and cancer colon tissues

Using the same approach, the proteins that were identified from both normal and

cancer colonic tissues are listed in table 1. The Swiss-Prot accession number,

protein description, theoretical molecular weight (MW) and isoelectric point (pi) of

the identified proteins are shown in the same table. In our present study, a total

of eighty-two proteins were identified from the normal and cancer colonic tissues

tested. Herein, seventy-three identified proteins or approximately 89% of the

total identified proteins were found at the theoretical masses between 10 kDa to

100 kOa. Only one protein was found at theoretical masses less than 10 kOa,

while, eight proteins were at higher than 100 kOa theoretical molecular masses.

In this study, we noticed the hydrophilic proteins are relatively easy to digested

by trypsin as compared to the hydrophobic protein. This phenomenon lead to

sufficient number of peptides for identification of hydrophilic proteins, and

therefore, their identities can always be assigned. However, the gene products

that were less frequently detected may be more interesting in proteomics studies

because they may carry more biological information that involved in disease

related changes (Fountoulakis and Suter, 2002).

The proteins that were represented by more than one band are described as

heterogeneity. Based on the results, the heterogeneity proteins were mainly

derived from structural, transport and enzyme subunit such as Actin, gamma

enteric smooth muscle (P12718), Desmin (P17661), Vimetin (P08670), Keratin,

type I cytoskeletal10 (P13645), Cytoskeletal 9 (P35527), Hemoblobin beta chain

(P68871), Hemoglobin beta chain (P02023), Hemoglobin (P01922) and

Triosephosphate isomerase EC 5.3.1.1 (P60174). Most of the pathways and

systems of these proteins were regulated by post-translational modifications with

the attachment of specific ligands. The heterogeneity of the proteins can be

influenced by protein phosphorylation. Phosphorylation of specific proteins had

been recognized as a key reversible regulatory of many proteins (Figeys et al.,
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1998). In addition, glycosylation (Ouvet et a/., 2002) and limited proteolytic

cleavage are also been reported to be responsible for the heterogeneity of some

proteins (Fountoulakis et a/., 2004). Phospholylation, glycosylation and limit

proteolytic activity has been accounted on the major modification of proteins and

therefore will affect the mobility of the modified proteins in SOS-PAGE
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Table 1: Up-regulated, down-regulated proteins and unique proteins extracted in T1 buffer from colon tissues

SWISS-PROT
accession
number

P12718
P17661
P08670
09DFDO
07Z5W1
CAD19027
BAC87457
CAC08866
CAC08835
08WTU6
016167
AAN17825
06LEH2
001995
091706
P12277
09NPP6
CAC10242
P02760

BAA33580

Q96SA9
P01860

SWISS-PROT
Down-regulated proteins (Normal accession

Tissues) number
Actin, gamma-enteric smooth muscle P04262
Desmin P35900
Vimetin P35908
Hypothetical protein P13647
Hypothetical protein 086Y46
Hypothetical protein P04264*
Hypothetical protein P35527
Hypothetical protein P04264
Hypothetical protein P35527
Hypothetical protein P08779
Serum albumin (Fragment) P48669
Serum albumin P02538
Serum albumin (Fragment) P19013
Transgelin P08729
Skeletal muscle beta-tropomyosin P12035
Creatine kinase P05783
Immunoglobulin heavy chain variant 08NF17
Immunoglobulin heavy chain variant P02100
Ig light chain Fab fragment, antibody 1CH4A
a5b7 chain A
Anti-Hbs AG immunoglobulin Fab
Kappa chain P01857
Immunoglobulin kappa light chain P01859
Ig gamma-3 heavy chain diseaseMR32505
proteins

Up-regulated proteins (Cancer Tissues)
Type II, keratin subunit protein
Keratin 20
Keratin, 67k type II epidermal
Keratin k5
Keratin 6 irs 3
Keratin 1, type II cytoskeletal
Cytoskeletal 9
Keratin, type II cytoskeletall
Keratin 9, type I, cytoskeletal
Keratin, type 1, cytoskeletal16
Keratin, type II, cytoskeletal6F
Keratin 6A, type II
Keratin, type II, cytoskeletal4
Keratin, type II, cytoskeletal 7
Keratin, type II, cytoskeletal 3
Keratin, type I, cytoskeletal 18
Hypothetical protein
Hemoglobin epsilon chain
Module-substitued chimera hemoglobin
beta-alpha mutant

Ig gamma-1 chain region
Ig gamma-2 chain region
Immunoglobulin heavy chain variable
region
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BAC01749

P01782 oskeleton 10
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Table 1 (continued): Up-regulated, down-regulated proteins and unique proteins extracted in T1 buffer from colon

tissues

SWISS-PROT
accession

number
Down-regulated proteins (Normal

Tissues)

SWISS-PROT
accession
number Up-regulated proteins (Cancer Tissues)

Hemoglobin beta chain

Hemoglobin beta chain
Hemoglobin alpha chain
Serum albumin [Precursor]
Triosephosphate isomerase EC. 5.3.1.1
Carbonate dehydratase EC 4.2.1.1
Ig gamma-2 chain region

variable
P02023

variable
P68871
P01922
P02768
P60174
P00915
BAB71634

Immunoglobulin heavy chain
region
Immunoglobulin heavy chain
region
Immunoglobulin heavy chain Fd region
Immunoglobulin heavy chain Fd region
Keratin, type I, cytoskeleton 10
Hemoglobin beta chain
Hemoglobin beta chain
Hemoglobin alpha chain
Serum albumin [Precursor]
Triosephosphate isomerase EC. 5.3.1.1
Carbonate dehydratase EC 4.2.1.1
Ig gamma-2 chain region

09UL88
AAS85988
P13645
P02023
P68871
P01922
P02768
P60174
P00915
BAB71634

AAR32435

AAR32470

SWISS-PROT
accession
number

SWISS-PROT
accession

Unique proteins (Normal Tissues) number Unique proteins (Cancer Tissues)
P32119
003001

P01009

Preoxiredoxin 2 09BX84
Bullous pemphigoid antigen 1 precursor

09AWJ8
Alpha-1-antitrypsin precursor P29312

LTRPC6 channel kinase6
DNA-directed RNA polymerase \I largest
chain EC 2.7.7.6
14-3··3 protein zeta
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P20848

1QMBA
P02647

Alpha-1-antitrypsin related protein
presursor P31946
Alpha-1-antitrypsin mutant YES, chain A S38532
A oli 0 rotein S31975

14-3-3 protein beta/alpha
Protein 14-3-3 eta chain
14-3-3 rotein e silon

Table2: Up-regulated and down-regulated proteins extracted in S2 and S3 buffers from colon tissues

SWISS-PROT SWISS-PROT
accession Down-regulated proteins (Normal accession
number Tissues) number Up-regulated proteins (Cancer Tissues)

POO915 Actin-gamma Q8NF17 Hypothetical protein
Q96QE3 ATP[GTP]-binding protein P02768 Serum albumin [Precursor]

~N17825 Serum albumin
P02675 Fibrinogen beta chain
POO915 Carbonate dehydratase EC 4.2.1.1
Q9PTK9 Kinesin-like protein 2
P35527 Cytoskeletal 9
P19013 Keratin, type II, cytoskeletal4
P05783 Keratin, type I, cytoskeletal 18
CAE99935 Hypothetical protein

Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase
Q13733 alpha-4 chain EC 3.6.3.9
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Distribution of the functional proteins identified in sequential extraction

buffers

Proteins were identified using Mascot protein search engine on the basis of

peptide mass matching (Henzel et al., 1993) with redundancy of post

translational modification and proteolysis. Ji et al., (1994) reported that protein

patterns of normal human colonic crypts isolated from different regions of large

intestine were almost 95 % identical when compared using SOS-PAGE.

Proteomic study conducted on the biopsies specimens is not representable as

colon cancer biopsies are tissue heterogeneity. Stulik et al., (1999) reported that

epithelial biopsies sample in the colorectum are highly complex, containing not

only epithelial cells, but also endothelium, stromal tissue, bacteria, necrotic cells,

blood, inflammatory cells, stools, which made the analysis not possible (Stulik et

a/., 1999). However, proteomic study on colon carcinoma cell line may also not

be representative as proteins in a cell are expressed different according to their

growth environment. Thus, colonic normal and cancer tissues were used in our

study. The proteins identified were group according to these definitions, the

definition of "up-regulated" proteins is those that were more abundantly in cancer

but less in normal. However, the "down-regulated" protein is defined as those

proteins that are more abundant in normal as compared to cancer. Furthermore,

the definition of "unique" proteins is those that either expressed only in normal

tissues or cancer tissues.

The definition of "up-regulated", "down-regulated" and unique proteins are solely

dependent on their existence in SOS-PAGE. The up-regulated proteins are

defined as the proteins that were identified from the protein bands (in SOS

PAGE), which were more intense in cancer as compared to normal. The "down

regUlated" proteins are defined as the proteins that were identified from the

protein bands (in SOS-PAGE), which were more intense in normal as compared

to cancer.
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However, we noticed that an intense protein band normally contained more than

one type of proteins. Therefore, for the up-regulated and down-regulated protein

bands, we will excise the same molecular weight bands in normal and cancer.

The proteins that only present in the more intense band will be grouped as

unique protein band at 48.8 kOa in T1. Both normal and cancer tissue were

found to expressed their protein band. However, the intensity of the band was

greater in normal compared to cancer. ThUS, we group it as a down-regulated

protein band. Nevertheless, when we performed in-gel digestion on both the

48.8 kDa bands from normal and cancer. We found that in normal, there are

three proteins registered, namely, serum albumin, serum albumin precursor and

alpha-1-antitrypsin precursor. However, in the cancer, only two proteins

registered as serum albumin and serum albumin precursor. Therefore, we group

the alpha-1-antitrypsin precursor as unique protein whereas serum albumin and

serum albumin precursor as down-regulated protein. The same methods of

grouping are applied to other proteins. Finally, the unique proteins are defined

as the proteins identified from the protein bands (in 50S-PAGE) that only found

in either cancer or normal. In our present study, we noticed that many of the

unique proteins identified are belong the serum albumin or hemoglobin proteins.

These proteins are heterogenous proteins, which displayed variable mobility in

50S-PAGE and appeared as unique protein bands. However, for ease of

definition for unique proteins, these protein will be defines as unique proteins.

The functions of the identified proteins in T1 buffer from normal and cancer

tissues are shown in figure 6. There were a total of thirty-six of the down

regulated proteins and thirty-one of the up-regulated proteins were identified. In

addition, six unique proteins from cancer and six unique proteins from normal

were identified (Table 2). Among these proteins, the structural proteins made up

approximately 9 % and 44 % of the identified proteins from normal and cancer

tissues, respectively. The protein-binding proteins made up about 30 % and 24

% of the identified proteins from normal and cancer tissues, respectively.

Moreover, about 21 % and 18 % were identified from normal and cancer tissues
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as transport proteins, respectively" Hypothetical proteins made up approximately

16 % and 3 % of the identified proteins from normal and cancer tissues,

respectively. The enzyme made up about 7 % and 8 % of the identified proteins

from normal and cancer tissues, respectively. Both cytoskeleton-binding proteins

and endopeptidase inhibitor proteins were detected as unique proteins in the

colon normal tissues. These proteins covered about 7 % of the total identified

proteins from normal tissues. The proteins presence in minor quantity were

lipoprotein-binding protein and DNA-RNA binding protein. In T1, lipoprotein

binding protein was found as unique protein in colon normal tissues. However,

DNA-RNA binding protein was only found as unique protein in colon cancer

tissues. Each of them was only covered 2 % of the total identified proteins from

normal and cancer tissues, respectively.

18
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Figure 6: Tl Extraction Buffer
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Figure 7 shows the functions of the identified proteins in 82 buffer from normal

and cancer tissues according to their functions. A total of two down-regulated

protein and eight up-regulated proteins were identified (Table 2). The two up

regulated proteins were as structural protein (actin-gamma; P00915) and ATP

binding protein (ATP[GTP]-binding protein; Q96QE3). In contrast, two of the up

regulated proteins that fowere identified as transport proteins, they are serum

albumin (AAN17825) and serum albumin (precursor) (P02768). Meanwhile,

another four proteins were grouped in hypothetical protein, channel protein

(fibrinogen beta chain; P02675), enzyme (carbonate dehydratase EC 4.2.1.1;

P00915) and motor activity protein (kinesin-Iike protein 2; Q9PTK9).
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The functions of the identified proteins in 53 buffer from cancer tissues are

shown in the figure 9. Eight of the up-regulated proteins from colon cancer

tissues were identified (Table 2). Amongst these proteins, three were structural

proteins and another three were transport proteins. The remaining proteins were

hypothetical protein and enzyme.
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Figure 9: Solution Three Extraction Buffer
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Conclusion

In this study, we have successfully isolated and analyzed the colonic cancerous

and normal proteins. The protein maps for cancerous and normal proteins were

identified where only the proteins that were consistently detected were

considered for building of protein maps. The differentially expressed proteins

between the normal and cancerous tissues were then targeted for further

analysis using tandem mass spectrometric analysis. The products ions spectra

of the peptides were then subjected to protein databases search for protein

identification. Due to financial constraint, we only analyzed the S3 protein

extracts with 20 gel analysis and the results shows that more protein spots were

detected as compared with the SOS-PAGE, which shows that it is a promising

separation technique for the continual of this project.

The identity of the differentially expressed proteins will grand us better

understanding of the development the prognosis of colorectal cancer,

furthermore more specimens needs to be analyzed in order to determine the

suitability of the identified proteins as biomarker for detection and therapeutic

invention for colorectal cancer amongst Malaysian patients.
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Abstract
AIM: To identify and analyze the differentially expressed
proteins in normal and cancerous tissues of four patients
suffering from colon cancer.

METHODS: Colon tissues (normal and cancerous)
were homogenized and the proteins were extracted
using three protein extraction buffers. The extraction
buffers were used in an orderly sequence of increasing
extraction strength for proteins with hydrophobic
properties. The protein extracts were separated using
the SDS-PAGE method and the images were captured
and analyzed using Quantity One software. The target
protein bands were subjected to in-gel digestion with
trypsin and finally analyzed using an ESI-ion trap mass
spectrometer.

RESULTS: A total of 50 differentially expressed proteins
in colonic cancerous and normal tissues were identified.

CONCLllSION: Many of the identified proteins have
been reported to be involved in the progression of
similar or other types of cancers. However, some of the
identified proteins have not been reported before. In
addition, a number of hypothetical proteins were also
identified.

© 2006 The WJG Press. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer is a worldwide public health concern
and also a f!'equent cause of mortality and morbidity
in developed, developing and industrialized countriesifJ .

The incidence of colon cancer increases exponentially
'with age. Environmental factors and host immunological
characteristics could contribute to initiation and
progression of the diseaset=!. Colorectal cancer is among
the best characterized cancers with regard to the genetic
progression of the disease/ ll .

The ability to obtain maps of the protein content
of cells provides a basis for comparison of the protein
expression in normal and cancer cells. This capability
becomes especially important for mapping the
changes that occur during cancer progression. [n the
transformation process, changes in protein expression
may result in expression of proteins at elevated or
reduced levels f4

•
5.C>'. \X'hen a cell transforms from normal

to malignant, changes in protein expression ultimately are
reflected in the phenotype of the cell. It is also inlportant
to map the differences between different stages of cancer
and between different cancer samples at the same stage of
progression in order to Wlderstand the pathways involved
in these processes. Ultimately, identification of important
proteins involved in the transformation process may lead
to the identification of early markers for detection of
specific types of cancers and their treatmentsl7l

•

In the present study, proteins from normal and
cancerous colon tissues were extracted in three separ:l.te
fractions. The mapping of a protein profile in each
fraction was carried out individually. This approach eases
the comparison of protein expression in normal and
cancerous tissue as it reduces the total proteins present in
each fraction. Using this method, we believe that proteins
from different compartments of the cells were extracted
in sequential order, where the aqueous soluble proteins
were first extracted followed by non-aqueous soluble
proteins consisting of proteins with moderate to extreme
hydrophobicity. The proteins analyzed in this study were
extracted from hwnan tissue specimens (both cancerous
and normal). In proteomics study, analysis of can~erous
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tissue has advantages over analysis in established cancer
cdl lines, as the latter may not l~epresent ['he actual
expression of proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimen collection
Normal and cancerous colonic tissues were collected from
patients ""ith colon cancer. The specimens were provided
by Hospital PuIau Pinang. Normal tissue was taken from
the mucosal layer of the normal colon adjacent to the
tumnr t.issue. Both the normal and cancerous tissues were
confirmed by hospital pathologists. Vlcerariol1 or infected
colon cancers were exclusion criteria for the study. The
tissues were collected after informed consent had been
obtained fmm the patients. The patients had different
grades of colorectal cancer as shown in Table 1. The
tissues were cut into similar sizes, weighed and immediately
stored at -70'C until analvzed.

Well-differentiated adenocarcinoma refers to the less
aggressive type of cancerwherc t.he cancerous tissues morc
closely resemble the normal tissue under histopathological
examination, whereas moderately differentiated adeno
carcinoma refers to moderately aggressive cancer cells.

Tissue lysis and sequential extractions
The tissues were defatted and an equal weight of tissues
(normal and cancerpis) was determined and subjected t.o
analysis. The deep-frozen colon tissue specimens were
disrupted by grinding in a liquid nitrogen-cooled mortar
until t.he specimens became powder-form. The powder
form-like tissues were divided into aliquots in separate
eppendoft tubes. Sequential extraction of protein using
three protein extraction buffers was carried out. These
extraction buffers were prepared according to Molloy
et algi with modifications. The extracrion pr~cedures ar~
described in the following sections.

Tris Extraction Buffer
The constitu(~nt of Extraction Buffer 1 (Sl buffer) is 40
mmol/L Tris. 1000 Ill. of Sl buffer was added to 500 mg
of homogenized tissue. The mi.,<ture was vortexed for 30
seconds and centrifuged at 20'C with the speed of 12000
r/min for 8 min. The supernatant was collected in aliquots
(50 Ill.) and kept at -70·C. The pellet was thoroughly
washed with S I buffer before being subjected to the
second step in the sequential extraction.

Solution Two Extraction Buffer
The extraction Buffer 2 (52 buffer) contained 8 mol/L
Urea, 50 mmol/L D"IT, 40 gil CHAPS, 2 mL/L Carrier
ampholytes (pH 3-10) and 2 mg/L Bromophenol Blue.
The recovered pellet was washed twice again with the
1'1 solution, and was then vortexed, centrifuged and the
supernatant was discarded. After washing, a volume of
1000 ilL S2 solution was added to the pellet. The mixture
was then vortex for 30 s and then centrifuged at 20'C with
the speed of 12000 r/min for 8 min. The supernatant was
collected in aliquots (50 ilL) and kept at -70·C. The pellet
was thoroughly washed with the same extraction buffer
before being subjected to the third step in the sequential
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extraction.

Solution three Extraction Buffer
The extraction Buffer 3 (S3 buffer) contained 51\1 Urea, 2
mol/I. Thiourea, 50 m~[ DT1'. ZOg/LCHAPS, 20 mL/L
Triton, 2 mL/L Carrier ampholytes (pH 3-10), 40 mmol/L
Tris and 2 mg/L Bromophenol Blue. The recovered pellet
from S2 extraction was washed twi,e with S2 buffer, it
was then vorrexed, centrifuged and the supernatant was
discarded. After "'lashing, 1000 ilL of S3 buffer was added
to the pellet. The mixture was vortexed for 30 s and then
centrifuged at 20'C with the speed of 12000 r/min for 8
min. The supernatant was collected in aliquots (50 ilL) and
kept at. -70'C. The pellet was then discarded.

Sample preparation and Electrophoresis
The preparation of protein samples for SDS-PAGE
separation was carried out by adding ZOO mL/I. of san1ple
buffer (0.5 mol/L Tris-HCl, 100 mL/L glycerol, ZO
mg/L SDS, 100 mg/L Coomassie blue) to each fraction
(5 ilL) and vortexed for 3D s. The samples (normal and
cancerous) and the protein molecular weights markers were
then loaded into individual wells of 5DS-polyacrylamide
gel using a syringe. Electrophoresis was performed using
a vertical electrophoresis slab gel apparatus at a constant
voltage of ZOO volts throughout the electrop horesis
process. Electrophoresis was terminated when the dye
front was Z to 3 mm away from the bottom edge of the gel
for both experiments. The gel was st-,uned with Coomassie
blue.

In-Gel Digestion
The SDS-Polyacrylamide gel was washed thoroughly in
100 mmol/L NII+HCCh and the differentially expressed
protein bands from either normal or cancerous colonic
tissues were then excised trom the gel. In--gel digestion \vas
performed using trypsin according to Gam and Aishal1!'i1

with slight modification. The gel pieces were first excised
and shrunk by dehydration in acetonitrile. The solvent was
then discarded and the gel pieces were dried in a vacuum
centrifuge. A volume of 10 mmol/L dithiotreitol (OT!)
in 100 mmol/L NH4HCOJ that was sufficient to cover
the gel pieces was added and the protein was reduced
for 1 hat 56·C. After cooling to room temperature, the
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was a random event.

RESULTS
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Figure 2 Proteins profiles of normal and cancer com tissues from four different
patients. The proteins were extracted using in 52 buffer. N: Normal colon tissues;
C: Cancer colon tissues; M: Marker; Lanes 1 and 2: MMN samples: Lanes 3 and
4: LKH samples: Lanes 5 and 6: CCH samples and Lanes 7 and B: NSC samples.
Diagram 2shows the consistent protein bands found in the normal and the cancer
tissues of the figure.

Figure 1 Proteins profiles of normal and cancer colon tissues from four different
patients. The proteins were extracted using in 51 buffer. N: Normal colon tissues;
C: Cancer colon tissues; M: Marker; Lanes 1and 2: MMN samples; Lanes 3 and
4: LKH samples; Lanes 5 and 6: CCH samples and Lanes 7and B: N5C samples.
Diagram 1 shows the consistent protein bands found in the normal and the cancer
tissues of the figure.

Figure 1 shows the protein profiles of protein extracted
using Sl buffer from normal and cancerous colon tissues
of four different patients. Diagr.un 1 shows the consistent
protein hands for both normal and cancerous tissues.
The thick lines represent the protein bands that were
expressed in all four tissues and the faint lines represent
the protein bands that were e~'Pressed in three of the fom
patients. The distinct bands that were only detected in one
particular tissue are ignored, as it may not represent the
proteins that are involved in cancer formation. In colon
cancer tissues, the protein bands that were expressed in all
the four patients were at ll)() ku, 177 ku, 160 ku, 48.8 ku,
39 ku, 35 ku, 27 ku, 26 ku and 24 ku. However, a protein
band at 11 k-u was detected in three of the four patients.
In normal colon tissues. protein bands at 190 ku, 110 ku,
48.8 ku, 43 ku, 36.3 ku, 35 ku, 26 ku and 17 ku were found
in all the patients' tissues while protein bands at 78 ku, 27
ku and 24 ku were found e>"l'ressed only in three patients.
When compari.ng cancerous and normal tissue, it is clear
that some of the proteins were differently expressed
between the two types of tissues.

Figure 2 sho,",,'5 the profiles of proteins extracted using
S2 buffer from both normal and cancerous colonic tissues.
Diagram 2 represents the consistent protein bands that

DTT solution was replaced with the same volume of
55 mmol/L iodoacetic acid in 100 mmol/L NH1IH:O,
,\fter 45 min incubation at ambienr tempeLit.ure in
the dark with occasional vortexing, the gel pieces were
washed with 50·100 I-lL of 100 mmol/L T\:H,HCOl fo.r
1() min, dehydrated with acetonitrile, rehydrated in 100
mI\f NH.)HCO, and dehydrated in the same volurne of
acetonitrile. The liguid phase was removed and the gel
pieces were dried in a vacuum centrifuge. The gel pieces
were swollen in digestion bu ffer containing 50 mmol/L
NH,HC03, 5 mmol/L CaCh, and 12.5 nghtL of trypsin
in an ice-cold bath..-\fter 45 min, the supernatant was
removed and replaced with 10 ~tL of the same buffer
but without trypsin to keep the gel pieces wet during
enzymatic cleavage at 3TC overnight. Pep tides were
extracted from the gel matrix by adding 15 I-lL of 20
rnmol/L NFI4HC01, vortexed and incubated at room
temperature for 10 min and the supernatant was recovered
after a brief spin. This was followed by adding (1 to 2
times the volume of gel pieces) 50 mL/L formic acid in
acetonitrile:water mixture (70:30), vortex and incubated for
20 min at room temperature. It was then spun down and
the supernatant was recovered. These steps were repeated
3 times. Pooled extracts were dried in a v"""acuum centrifuge
and stored at -70·C. Each of the pooled e.xtracts (peptides)
was added with 30 Ill.. of deionized water. Then, they were
centrifuged at 500 r/min for 5 min at 15"C. The extracts
were then subjected to LCjMS/MS analysis.

Mass spectrometric analysis
A volume of 5 ~tL of the sample was injected into a RPC
column (CIH 300 A, 5 Ilm, 1 nun X 150 nun) connected to
~l Hewlett Packard HPLC. 1\ capillary pump was used to
pump the mobile phase at 20 ilL/min flow rate, the linear
gradient used was 5% B to 95% B in 65 min. Mobile phase
A "-'as 500 I-lL/L formic acid in deionized water and B was
500 f..lL/L form.ic acid in ACN. The HPLC was interfaced
to an ion trap mass spectrometer. The dry gas temperature
was 300"C, dry gas flow rate was of 8.0 L/min, nebulizer
pressure of 30.0 psi. The above parameters were used
subsequently for acquiring ~IS data. The peptides were
ionized using electrospray soft ionization technique (£51).

The experimental method was made up of one
experimental protocol consisting of 2 scan events. The
first scan event was a full scan MS and the second v...as the
data dependent MS/MS scan which is dependent on the
results of the first scan event. The most intense ion in a
MS scan will be automatically isolated and excited toMS/
MS scan. The parameters set for data dependent scan (MS/
MS scan) were default collision energy (voltage) =1.15V,
charge state = 2, minimum threshold = 3000 counts, and
the isolation width =2 m/z.

Mascot Protein Identification
The protein was identified using Mascot Protein Database
Search engine. The Peptide Mass Tolerance was set as ±
2 u and ± 0.8 u was set for rhe Fragment ~1ass Tolerance.
Only 1 missed cleavage was allowed. This software is
available at www.matrix-sdmce.com. Matches were computed
using a probability-based Mowse score defIned as -10 x
log (P), where P is the probability that the observed match
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Figure 3 Proteins profiles of normal and cancer colon tissues from four different
palients. The proteins were extracted using in 53 buffer N: Normal COlon tissues; C
Cancer colon tissues; M: Marker; Lanes 1and 2: MMN samples; Lanes 3 and 4: LKH
samples; Lanes 5and 6: CCH samples and Lanes 7 and 8 NSC samples. Diagram 3
shows the consistent protein bands found in the normal and the cancer tissues of the
figure

were expressed in the tissues analyzed. For the cancerous
tissues, the protein bands at 76 ku, 38 ku, 32 ku and
25 ku were consistently expressed in all the cancerous
tissues analyzed while protein bands at 65 ku, 18 ku and
12 ku were only found in the tissues of three of the four
patients. For the normal tissues, the bands at 180 ku, 65
ku, 38 ku, 32 ku and 25 ku were found in the tissues of all
four patients while only one band at 12 ku "ras detected
in the tissues of three patients. Most of the proteins
extracted from cancerous tissues using S2 buffer were
found at the low molecular weight region, in the range of
35 ku to 10 ku. In contrast, rdatively few protein bands
from normal tissues were detected in this region and those
that were detected were present at low protein intensity.

Figure 3 shows the protein profiles of pcoteins
extracted using S3 buffer from normal and cancer colon
tissues of the fouc patients. Diagram 3 repcesents the
consistent protein bands expressed in the four tissues
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analyzed. Protein bands at 38 ku, 27 ku, 23 ku 20 ku
and 17 ku from cancerous tissues were found in all
four patients whereas only the band at 65 ku was found
in three of the four patients. Normal tissues of the
corresponding patients displayed hands at 38 ku, 27 ku
and 20 ku whereas tissues from three patients were found
to express consistent bands at 150 ku, 100 ku, 65 ku, 46 ku
and 35 ku. The protein hand at 65 ku was detected at the
highest intensity compared to the other bands and it was
uniquely expressed in all the patients except for patient
#MMN, which ",-as the only patient diagnosed with well
differentiated adenocarcinoma cancer. Thus, its expression
is probably related to the cancer grade. Nevertheless, this
may just be an ambiguous assumption a.~ only one patient
with well differentiated cancer grade was analyzed.%en
comparing the protein profiles of protein extracted from
tissues using S3 buffer, it is obvious that the expression of
low molecular weight proteins (below 37 ku) in cancerous
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tissues was greater than that of the normal tissues.
Table 2 shows the list of proteins detected, \vith a mtal

of 15 and 24 down-regulated and up-regulated proteins
identified from normal and cancerous tissues, respectlvelr
Table 3 shows the unique proteins that were identified
form norma! and cancerous tissues.

DISCUSSION

The sequenrial protein extraction technique consists
of three types of protein extraction bu ffers, namely
the Sl buffer, S2 buffer and S3 buffer. The 51 buffer is
used mainly to extract aqueous soluble proteins, such as
cyrosolic proteins and nuclear proteins while the S2 and
S3 buffers were used to extract proteins with intermediate
to extreme hydrophobicity. The constituent of S2, which
is made up of chaotropic agents and other reagents may
disturb rugged protein-protein interaction found among
structural, cyroskeletal proteins and aggregating proteinsl1CJ1

•

However, the combination of urea and thioureas in S3 was
used to enhance the solubility of membrane proteinsl81

•

The extraction buffers were always used in the orderly
sequence of SI followed by S2 and then S3. The use of
sequential protein extraction buffers was first suggested
by Molloy of ajBl for separation of protein mixnlfCs llsing
2D-gel electrophoresis. However, in our present study, the
extracted proteins were separated using the SDS-PAGE
technique, whereby direct comparison of protein profiles
from tissues of four different patients ~las carried out.

In general, use of sequential extraction buffers is
beneficial to this study because proteins were extracted
according to their increasing hydrophobic strength,
which may imply that proteins from different cellular
compartments were extracted in different fractions.
This method not only allows the analysis of proteins
according to their localization in the cells but also reduces
the number of proteins extracted in each fraction,
which provides better resolution of proteins and their
visualization in 5DS-PAGE.

The protein profiles of the proteins extracted using
the S1 and S2 buffers are significantly different, however
the protein profiles of proteins extracted using S2 and S3
showed only slight differences. The significant variation
between the protein profiles of SI and S2 can be explained
by the vast difference in the property of the proteins
extracted, where SI buffer c.xtracts proteins only solubilize
in aqueous solution while S2 buffer extracts the non..
aqueous soluble proteins. The protein profiles displayed by

LrRP<:6~rkinase.·6
l)NA:4itectedRNAp()Iymeraselllarg~chalt1.EC2.7.7.6
·14-3-'~proleiti~liI·

~J,-3pl'lltein J:tetit/<l1pha
1'~6Ieih.f4-3.3el~chain
14-3'3·prnlein.l>pSium

proteins extracted using S2 and S3 also showed a certain
degree of variation as S3 buffer was used to enhance the
solubility of more stringent proteins from the tissuel111

.

The differentially expressed proteins in each of the gels
were then subjected to further analysis and the identity
of each protein was analyzed using LC/MS/l\IS. Proteins
were identified using the i\hscot protein search engine on
the basis of peptide mass matchingl121 with redundancy
of post-translational modification and proteolysis. The
definition of "up-regulated", "down· regulated" and
unique proteins in this study are solely dependent on their
existence in SDS-PAGE. Wben analyzed using Quantity
one software (BioRad), the intensity of the bands for
up-regulated proteins was more intense in cancerous as
compared to normal tissues while the "down-regulated"
proteins were the proteins that were more intense in
normal as compared to cancerous tissues. Ho\,vever. some
of the intense protein bands in SDS-PAGE were found
to contain more than one type of protein. Therefore, for
the up-regulated and down-regulated protein bands, both
the protein bands of the identical molecular weight from
normal and cancerous tissues were excised and subjected
to LC/MS!MS analysis. The proteins that wcre detected
in both tissues were then quantified by their peptides' peak
areas in selected ion chromatogram analysis. The proteins
present in one tissue and not the other are reported as
unique proteins.

A rotal of ninety-five proteins were identified from the
protein bands indicated earlier for both the normal and
cancerous tissues. However, some of these proteins were
of serum origin, due to the embedded blood vessels in the
tissues, and these proteins were c.xcluded from the protein
list. Furthermore, some of the proteins were represented
by more than one band as described by heterogeneity.
The heterogeneous proteins were mainly derived from
structural, transport and enzyme subunits such as Actin,
gamma-enteric smooth muscle, Des01in, Vimctin, Keratin,
type I cytoskeletal 10, Cytoske1etal 9, and Triosephosphate
isomerase EC 5.3.1.1. Phospholylation, glycosylation and
limited proteolytic activities have been considered as major
modification of proteins and they therefore affect the
mobility of the modified proteins in'SDS_PAGEflJ.14.l5,.

The structural proteins were mosdy extracted from the
cancerous tissues using the S3 buffer. The majority of the
structural proteins identified belongs to the cytokcratin
family. Williams et ar' reported that cytokeratin expressing
tumor cells contain cytokeratins 8 and 18, but not
cytokeratin 19 or vimentin. The roles of cytokeratins
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afC commonly known to encompass both structural al'.d
signaling capabilities. In the present study, cytokeratin 18
was found in cancerous colon tissues in :'3 buffer extracts.
The expression of cytokeratin IS in colonic cancerous
tissues is consistent with those reported by Leong at (1) l7'.
In contrast, the expression of cytokeratin 18 was found
reduced In mali.gnant tumors of prostate carcinoma
compared to benign prostatic hyperplasiaill

. The expression
of cytokeratins is sometimes used as an indicator of the
behavioral changes of a tissue. For instance, in breast
tissue, cytokeratin 8 has been reported to be the major
receptor for plasminogen on breast cellsll"l.

Vimentin is expressed at higher levels in the low
secreting variant. It is present in many cell lines, but
normally absent from differentiated cells. Thus, Icr\vef
vimentin expression in the high secrerors may be indicat.ive
of a more differentiated phenotype

"
"!. In our present

study, vimentin is a down-regulated protein found in
S1 buffer extracts. Williams et ap1>\ has reported that the
absence of vimentin in colon cancer tissue is due to
its correlation with cytokeratin 19 or other cytokeratin
expressions. However, Birchmeier at aPI and Seshadri
et a)211 reported no unequivocal correlation between a gain
of vimentin and poor prognosis \!rith primary tumors.

Hypothetical proteins were extracted in all three
extraction buffers from both normal and cancerous
colonic tissues. Generally, hypothetical proteins are
defined as the proteins that were not described at the
protein level, but were predicted from cDNA sequences!:!:1.
A.s shown in Table 2, a series of hypothetical pfOteins
were identified. Afjelhi-Sadat, et ar l suggested that the
hypothetical proteins may serve as marker or protein
vaccine candidates. Particularly when the hypothetical
protein is found in cancerous tissue exclusively, it can be
considered as novel and of pivotal importance. Some of
the hypothetical proteins were detected as heterogeneous
proteins suggesting the post-translational nature of the
proteins.

Peroxiredoxin 2 is a type transport protein and it was
extracted in the S1 buffer as a unique protein in normal
tissues. Peroxiredoxin 2 is part of the peroxidase family,
which are proteins that have been known to connect with
cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis.

Fibrinogen is a type of channel protein and its role
was reported to be supporting the binding of growth
factors and promoting the cellular responses of adhesion,
proliferation, migration during angiogenesis and tumor
cell growth!241• Fibrinogen was detected in the S2 buffer
of cancerous tissues. The presence of fibrinogen in
cancer cells was demonstrated to affect the progression
of tumor cell growth and metastasis on the basis that
fi~rino~4en alter~ ~hc abil.ity of breast cancer cells to
ITllgrAtel- I. In additton, fibrmogen "va..~ also found present
in lung cancer fo~owing the detection of ele~ated f:~asma

fibnnogen levels 111 advanced stages of the disease -I and
the localization of fibrinogen in rumor tissue!2I

',27J. There
are also reports of the deposition of fibrinogen on the
surfaces of tumor cells and lymphoLy tes I2

8.::'JI• In primary
and metastatic tumorl,WI, the presence of fibrinogen
was regarded as an adverse event leading to tumor
development. Yamaguchi, et alIJ11 reported that lung cancer
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\Va5 developed through induction of lwperfibrinogenemi:l.
Transgelin (:'\L:'2-alpba) 15 a cvtoskeletal-binding

protein that was isolated in :)1 buffer as a clown-regulated
protein. Maguire 'it at"! has reported thar loss of Iransgelin
expression is an indication of early tumor progression
and the authors sugge5ted that transgelmrnay serve as a
diagnostic marker for breast and colon Cancer. \X!e found
thai' the expression 0 f transgelin in cancerous tissue is
much lower than that of normal tissue. Othcr cytosketal·
binding proteins that were derected in :' 1 buffer extract
were Bullous pemphigoid antigen I prccursor and Skeletal
muscle beta-tropomyosin.

Some of the enzymes that play important roles in
metabolic pathways and are essential for energy produc
tion were detected as up-fegulated protein in S1 buffer.
These enzymes include trioscphosphate isomerase and
LTRPC6 channel kinase 6. l.TRPC6 channel kinase 6 is
an essential ion channel and serinej threonine-protein
kinase is crucial for magnesium homeostasis. It plays an
important role in epithelial magnesium transport and in
the active magnesium absorption in the gut and kidney.

Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase alpha-4 chain
was detected as the up-regulated protein in S3 buffer. It
is an integral membrane protein that is located in the cell
membraneP31 . It catalyzes the hydrolysis of ATP coupled
'W"ith the exchange of sodium and potassium ions across
the plasma membrane.

Carbonate dehydratase is also the up-regulated protein
detected in SI and S2 buffer, it is a zinc-containing enzyme
that catalyses the reversible hydration of carbon dioxide,
which is significant in the transport of C02 from the
tissues to the lungs. It was reported that over expression
of the zinc enzyme carbonic dehydratase is observed in

'h . Nil '. dcerta1l1 uman cancers'... ts expresslOn wasreporre to

be elevated in the renal cancer cells as compared to the
surrounding normal kidney tissue!3;1.

DN1\-directed IL"JA polymerase II hrgest chain is the
DNA-RNA binding protein that was detected as unique
protein in Sl buffer extract of cancer tissues. It was also
reported in human brain tumorsp

",.

Proteins 14-3-3 are the protein-binding proteins
that were isolated in the SI buffer as unique proteins
from colon cancer tissue. Protein 14-3-3 plays a
role in the regulation of signal transduction protein
pathways implicated in the conttol of cell proliferation,
differentiation and survival['71• This protein was reported
to play multiple roles in maintaining cell survivaI13K

.,\",.

Fri~dman, d atl(Jl has reported mat protein 14-3-3 in three
different isoforms was expressed up to 1.7 fold in the
colon tumors as compared to normal colon tissue.

J\lpha-l-antitrypsin is an endopeptidase inhibitor
protein that W:1S isolated as a unique protein in Sl buffer
from normal tissue only. In individuals who lack this
inhibitor protein, the protease destroys the membrane
system, leaving the colon and rectum vulnerable to
, (411

colorectal cancer development . The main role of alpha-
1-antitrvpsin is in defense against elastase damage thar
occurs i~ the lung under normal physiology c0l1ditions[421

•

Alpha-I-antitrypsin was detected in patients with lung
cancerI4

.
1
] and was used as a cancer marker for cervical

[441 fi d' F' . d 1401cancer . Contrary to our 111 mg, nc man, et at'
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reported the derection nf alpha l:w!itnpgin in colon
cancer.

ATP (GTP)~binding protein is c\TP-binding protein
[hat was detected as down regulated protein in S2 buffer.
It is a mitochondrial membrane protein.

Kinesin is a motor activity protein that was detected
as an up-regulated protein in S2 buffer extract. It is a
microtubule-associated force-producing protein that may
playa role in organelle transporr1iil

. This protein was als;)
reported in breast cancer tissue l '''!. Kinesin-like protein 2
is an immunogenic breast cancer ancigenl17l

. In addition,
kinesin-like protein 2 was also reported in pancreatic
cance/'i\I.

i\.CTG1 is another type of motor activity protein that
was detected as an up-regulated protein. It is a protein
involved in the formation of filaments, which is the
major component of the cytoskeleton!·I"I. Its existence
in co~,?recral cancer was also reported by Vadlamudi and
Shin 1o

",. Alteration of cytoskeletal proteins may have
an important role in cancer initiation or progression.
Mutations affecting four major cytoskeletal components
have now been identified in human neoplastic cells. Chou

) 511 '
et (/. postulated that mutated cywskeletal genes may be
members of a class of oncogenes, which are fundamentally
different from both the nuclear-acting and growth tactori
receptor/protein kinase-related types of oncogenes.

In this study, a number of the differentially expressed
proteins extracted from the normal and cancerous colonic
tissues were identified. Amongst the proteins identified,
some of the proteins have their roles identified in similar
or other types of cancers. There are also a series of
hypothetical proteins with unknown functions. Some
of these proteins have their primary location at the cell
membrane, which may serve as potential antigens for drug
targeted therapy or as candidates for vaccines against colon
cancer. These proteins are under further investigation in
our laboratory.
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Method Development for Proteomic Analysis of Human Colorectar Cancer
Tissue
Gam Lay Haml

, Leow Chiuan Hemg1
, Che Nin Man2, Gooi Boon HuP, Manjit Singh all Karam Singh3

'School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia. Penang, Malaysia, 2National Poison Centre, Universiti Sains Malaysia,
Penang, Malaysia, 3Department of Surgery. Hospital Pulau Pinang. Malaysia

Colon and rectum are parts of the digestive system. Cancer affecting either of these organs may also be called
colorectal cancer. Colorectal cancer is worldwide public health cancer and it is among the best characterized
cancers with regard to the genetic progression of the disease. Colorectal cancer is also a frequent cause of
mortality and morbidity in developed, developing and industrialized countries. In Malaysia, cancer of colorectal
ranks second most common cancers and this has also been the case for both male and female. In Malaysia, the
Chinese had the higher number of cases, followed by the Indians and the Malays. In this study, a method was
developed for analysis ofproteins from human colon tissues, whereby proteomics approach was applied for
extraction, separation and identification of the proteins. The colon tissues were extracted using sequential and
non-sequential protein extraction techniques. In both the techniques, six types of protein extraction buffers were
developed. The proteins extracted were separated according to their molecular masses by using 10% SDS
PAGE. The gels were then stained with either Commassie blue or silver. The image of the gel was captured
using high resolution scanner. The target protein bands were excised from the gel and proteins were digested
In-gel with trypsin. The tryptic peptides were then analyzed using LCIMSIMS, which allows sequencing of
the analyzed peptides. The MSIMS product ions spectrum were then search against Mascot protein database
search engine. A total of eighty two proteins were identified from the normal and cancer tissues. Amongst these
proteins, the abundance proteins groups are protein binding proteins, structural proteins, transport pritens,
hypothetical proteins and enzymes. In addition, a minority of proteins detected were cytoskeleton-binding
proteins, endopeptidase inhibitor proteins, motor activity proteins, channels proteins, defense response proteins,
DNA-RNA binding protein, lipoproteins and ATP-binding protein.
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Colorectal cancer continues to be the second leading cause of death for both men and women
(Williams et al, 1996), despite major advances in basic research over the last two decades,
response rate to therapy remain poor. Prognostic uncertainty could be overcome, in part by
defining the changes that occur in the malignant tumor at either the gene (genomics) or protein
(proteomics) levels and much :'ttention has naturally focused on c0Ill'arisons of the
biochemistry of normal and malignant cells. The roles of proteins as the functional
components ofa cell are ultimately critical in the understanding of the development of cancer.
The knowledge of the differentially expressed proteins of malignant colon cells compared to
normal colon cells may lead to the understanding of the changes in the biochemical reactions
of cancer cells. Such tumor-associated changes may identify new markers and new target for
therapeutic intervention.In our present study, proteomics approach was applied in order to
detect and analyze the differentially ex.pressed proteins in malignant colon tissues compared to
normal colon tissues. The tissues were collected after informed consents were obtained from
the patients. The comparison study was perfonned on the normal and cancerous tissues
specimens that were from the same patients in order to minimize the variation amongst
patients. Cancerous and normal tissues from four patients, which were graded as moderately
to poorly differentiated stage of cancer were analyzed. The tissues were homogenized and the
proteins were extracted using an aqueous buffer. Protein concentrations were determined and
the protein mixtures were then subjected to SDS-PAGE separation. The .protein' profiles
obtained from cancerous and nonnal tissues were compared in order to identify the target
proteins for further analysis. The results show that the proteins that were expressed amongst
the normal tissues and amongst the cancerous tissues, respectively are very consistence. The
protein bands that were consistently present in all the four cancerous tissues but absent in an
the normal tissues (or vice versa) were excised and in-gel digestion of proteins were carried
out The digested fragments of proteins were then analyzed using LCIMSIMS analysis. The
MSIMS data obtained were subjected to Mascot proteins database search program and from
which the identities of the target proteins were identified. Using this method, we were able to
identify 10 proteiris that were differentially ex.pressed in cancerous tissues compared to normal
tissues. Amongst the proteins identified is serom albumin precursor.
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